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North to The Sun, South to The Moon 2012-10-16 isaac asimov and other speculative fiction writers have postulated that what seems to be mere technology to modern eyes could
be viewed as magic to people of other cultures and times and perhaps worlds in this series of novellas classic and not so familiar faerie tales are placed in futuristic settings the
costumes and props might change but the human spirit and the quest for true love will never change maia has grown up in the downbelow a borer born to a life of labor so the arrogant
stocrats can live in luxury in the above she s made friends with a metalman who taught her things the people in the world have forgotten but even those marvels pale in comparison to
what she discovers when she enters the virtual world and learns the danger that threatens them all
Taksearhe 2017-02-19 bree has lived with the burden of knowing she s born to be a taksearhe the highest level of strength among all the talents with the ability to travel between
worlds yet childhood trauma has blocked her gifts she knows she travels to other worlds in her dreams yet can t remember where she went or how when she wakes up the exiles from
rehdonna are depending on her and she s willing to do whatever it takes to learn what s going on in her brain and dreams to awaken her gifts when she joins a dream and sleep study
program at lyndvale university she s relieved when dr harland the man her mother is dating takes her under his wing to protect and guide her with the help of her roommates and then
contacts in other worlds she learns to awaken and control her gift but not before she attracts the attention of evil forces that want to use her to open the doorway to earth bree s wishes
come true but the cost if she takes just one wrong step could deprive her of friends her heritage and the soulmate who s reached out to her from another world
Traitors 2015-06-25 lord edrix faxinor regrets his brilliant diplomatic insight it lands him in the role of ambassador to sendorland the hereditary enemy of his country reshor still aching
from the death of his betrothed he sets sail in hopes of bringing peace between the two warring nations arriena of traxslan is the lowest of the low a poor relation living on the charity of
her domineering cruel cousin lord mordon traxslan she has dreams of being a scholar despite the sin of being born a woman with supposedly limited intelligence her cousin offers
arriena choices in her own future both could cost her life because she resembles edrix s dead betrothed she s ordered to enchant and ensnare him to give sendorland power over him
and force him to betray reshor arriena has grown up unable to trust anyone could she trust edrix with the truth and possibly her heart to save arriena can edrix risk becoming a traitor
The Gathering 2014-04-10 the storms are increasing the hounds are on the move gahlmorag approaches earth the time has come for the hunt to reunite and return home somehow
there will always be unanswered questions but after years of searching and investigating all the members of the hunt have been accounted for dead or alive faithful or traitor energy
builds up in neighborlee and something is about to happen whether for good or ill
That Synching Feeling 2021-04-27 rover pilot nureen keala rhianni day s best friend is on patrol on the other side of the galaxy from mallachrom she would rather be supporting
rhianni s mission but the bureaucrats aren t cooperating responding to a distress call puts nureen in the wrong place at the wrong time she falls through a vortex into another universe
that has never heard of the rovers or the war against the talroqi on a space station belonging to the trefarian empire tedrin creed has been waiting for the vortex to open again five
years ago talroqi ships attacked his ship after sending his crew away to safety he defeated the talroqi before the vortex sucked down his ship he has been lying to the empire s people
ever since waiting for the vortex to open so he can go home when a ship and a pilot claiming to be a rover fall through his chance has finally come problem this ship is like no rover ship
he has ever seen and the pilot doesn t like him or believe he is who he says he is nureen has every reason to distrust this man who claims to be tedrin creed she knows all about him he
was her grandfather s best friend and died a hero fifty years ago time is the problem in several ways the vortex and the way home will only be open for a short period of time can they
learn to trust each other and escape the dangers of the empire before time runs out
Starblue 2021-07-06 starblue ash daughter of rhianni day and petroc ash is well aware of the burden of her heritage she has sworn never to join the rovers or leave mallachrom blue
learns the hard way that swearing never to do something just challenges the universe to work against her her two closest friends are the twins neona and keegan creed children of
nureen keala and tedrin creed the three have shared a psionic bond since childhood the twins are rover pilots commander general day of the rovers is determined to make blue a rover
because she is the last of their family line if he has to use her friends against her he will fate intervenes when a team of rovers discovers a world inhabited by creatures uncannily similar
to the shadows of mallachrom the creed twins duty takes them to this world to investigate neona is entranced by the creatures called shades when the shades make mental captives of
neona and other rovers the bond between the twins is stretched to the point of breaking blue s bond with the twins might be the only hope they have of freeing the prisoners
Apprentice Solar 2016-10-24 a secret life is just as much a burden as a secret identity jori s still recovering from her injuries earned on her first adventure in unipuri when her college life
turns upside down while losing her pain in the neck roommate is good news she also loses the good one two friends in her dormitory rescue her from the dilemma of taking new
roommates and share their dorm room with her nothing in the world can compel jori to mess up her new dorm situation however she s now living in two worlds and as a result some
complications just can t be avoided jori enjoys learning to be a solar charged with protecting the doorway between worlds the time differential between the midworld and earth is a big
help in getting her homework done she can t always hide her dual lives when she puts her life on the line in the centuries long war raging in unipuri especially when she realizes her new
roommates have secrets of their own even her dreams aren t private anymore enemies of the solars target jori and manage to follow her from unipuri to earth with their magic
threatening her life and the ones she loves most she was warned and trained but at the end of the day she s still just a college freshman
Blue Fire 2021-02-04 the hive minded insectoid talroqi have been at war with humans for generations memories of mallachrom the colony world where rover captain rhianni day was
born and the boy who was her best friend are a burden of guilt on her soul far from the battle lines mallachrom should have been safe yet after the rovers left the colony world the aliens
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invaded rhianni is ordered to return to mallachrom and investigate what really happened in the talroqi invasion especially the strange stories about the children who survived carried
away to safety by the sentient canines called shadows rhianni has only good memories of the shadows even more important petroc ash her childhood friend is a taken petroc leads the
taken his responsibilities to the taken and their secrets are too great to risk even for rhianni their childhood bond has grown even stronger despite her long absence loving her will bind
her to mallachrom forever and could kill her
Butterfly 2011-12-29 beth considers herself a geek one of the invisible and awkward in her school too smart for her own good as part of the gifted and talented program during a
summer internship at a government weather station she notices strange weather patterns the storms remind her of the ones when she was brought to earth by the hounds of hamin
remembering she s a member of the hunt beth sets out to remake herself to be ready when the gathering of the hunt occurs after she returns to school in the fall she s a new person
physically and mentally and she attracts the attention of another member of the gifted and talented program tommy dicorsi is supposedly one of the bad boys in town as their friendship
grows tommy protects her from trouble and learns about the hounds and the hunt beth learns he isn t at all what he appears either another member of the hunt shows up changing both
their lives forever
Heirs 2020-06-30 two wildvine series novellas in one volume including heirs apparent the people of rehdonna are no safer on earth than they were on their homeworld the future of man
is determined to get their hands on the children of bree kirstan reed and daniel harland and use them in their quest to rule the world of the future when an attempted kidnapping goes
horribly wrong bree and aravin and daniel and wren trust their children to jori lawrence sending them through the doorway of old solar s shoppe unfortunately even in the midworld
guarded by magic there are other enemies waiting to attack and other children in danger filar having graduated from college early johnny harland isn t quite ready to settle into his
duties as heir of the felin ru clan when his grandmother suggests a journey as a time of transition into adulthood to prove himself johnny eagerly accepts the idea and sets off on a cross
country journey his quest for personal understanding leads to finding a homeless boy named clayton d arnot who is johnny s filar or spirit brother clayton has seen more and proven
himself stronger than johnny can even imagine as he earns his filar s friendship and trust the two forge a bond of partnership that will help them lead the exiles into the future and
resolve the war for the safety of rehdonna
Last Contact 2018-12-31 alex harris has always known she was adopted but never really thought about the story behind colonel harris and his wife adopting her until her real mother
herin made contact and revealed that alex s background and talents were just as unusual as her two college roommates bree kirstan and jori lawrence alex was born in another universe
daughter and heir to the captain of a leap ship her genetics have the special tweak that allow her to link her mind with a ship and slide through the fabric of space going from one
universe to another herin was injured in the attack that resulted in their ship being stranded in orbit behind the moon and she can no longer take her ship and crew home an air force
investigator who s been harassing the colonel for years has actually been after alex all along time is running out and the enemy is getting closer to the truth and closer to capturing the
alien invaders they ve sought for years what will alex need to sacrifice to help her birth mother and protect her father s career
Old Solar's Shoppe 2016-05-19 jori goes to willowood college because of a promise her father made years ago when he was a student there she only has to put in one year and then she
can go to whatever college she prefers when she walks into old solar s shoppe her first day in town prophecies spoken in another world awaken and claim her lew has already lost one
apprentice and he isn t happy when the dreamstone marks jori as his new apprentice but he knows better than to disobey the will of waetru lew and jori become friends and he teaches
her about the world called unipuri she believes lew s stories are just a wonderful complicated game then an ancient evil attempts to reach across multiple universes and force protective
barriers wide open jori s game becomes more real than anything she has ever known changing her life forever
Finders, Keepers 2012-06-21 iris davenport hates the memories that come with world shaking thunderstorms she doesn t want to remember she s a member of the hunt she s
perfectly happy with her adopted parents helping run the lodge on smokeytop mountain exploring the mountainside and working search and rescue the last thing she wants is to face
one of the hunt and be reminded of the vows her parents made when they gave her to the guardianship of the hounds of hamin then a plane taking a sick boy to a life saving operation
crash lands on smokeytop in a thunderstorm one of the searchers who come to the lodge is a member of the hunt and he reminds her of everything she hoped to forget she has her own
life now a home friends parents and a boyfriend she s not willing to give anything up for a world she barely remembers the past catches up with them in the form of a traitor to the hunt
pieces of an old puzzle threaten to get her and her boyfriend killed if they don t find all the clues in time
Deadworld Archives: Book Four 2021-05-01 long before there was the walking dead there was deadworld here is one of comics longest running independents as deadworld has had over
100 issues and graphic novels published and over one million copies sold over the years and it all starts here a supernatural plague has been unleashed on the world the dead return to
walk the earth but this is no standard zombie story the dead are just soldiers for those who have crossed the gateway the lead zombies are intelligent sadistic and in addition to having a
hankering for flesh enjoy the tortuous ordeals they put the surviving humans through now seven wayward teens on a school bus scramble to escape the zombie apocalypse little did
they know that there were also intelligent zombies and they had a plan and they had a leader king zombie death becomes very real to the teens as they lose some of their members and
their hope that an abandoned riverboat will provide sanctuary proves futile the deadworld archives series collects all of the original deadworld series published by arrow and caliber
comics from the 1980 90s into a series of ten graphic novels book four collecting the original volume one series of deadworld issues 15 18 plus the deadtales features that introduced
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the amy character in this book dan and joey find themselves in a small town that seemingly is isolated from the zombie menace they adapt to a life of normalcy and the global horror
seems to ignore this haven but of course that won t last for long amongst the most essential horror titles of the last twenty years peter normanton from the tomb magazine the best in
my humble opinion of the zombie comics tom snigoski buffy the vampire slayer this is the original zombie comic and it s easy to see why it s lasted so long world s heavyweight comics i
can t rave enough about this series kenneth gallant broken frontier a caliber comics release
Deadworld Archives: Book One 2019-07-30 long before there was the walking dead there was deadworld here is one of comics longest running independents as deadworld has had over
100 issues and graphic novels published and over one million copies sold over the years and it all starts here a supernatural plague has been unleashed on the world the dead return to
walk the earth but this is no standard zombie story the dead are just soldiers for those who have crossed the gateway the lead zombies are intelligent sadistic and in addition to having a
hankering for flesh enjoy the tortuous ordeals they put the surviving humans through now seven wayward teens on a school bus scramble to escape the zombie apocalypse little did
they know that there were also intelligent zombies and they had a plan and they had a leader king zombie death becomes very real to the teens as they lose some of their members and
their hope that an abandoned riverboat will provide sanctuary proves futile the deadworld archives series collects all of the original deadworld series published by arrow and caliber
comics from the 1980 90s into a series of ten graphic novels book one has the very first four issues of the series amongst the most essential horror titles of the last twenty years peter
normanton from the tomb magazine the best in my humble opinion of the zombie comics tom snigoski buffy the vampire slayer this is the original zombie comic and it s easy to see why
it s lasted so long world s heavyweight comics i can t rave enough about this series kenneth gallant broken frontier a caliber comics release
Deadworld: Voices from the Deadworld 2020-05-07 before there was the walking dead there was deadworld deadworld the world has suffered the unleashing of a supernatural holocaust
as the dead rise to walk the earth isolated pockets of humanity struggle to survive against the mindless hordes of flesh eating zombies that are under the control of the sadistic harley
riding intelligent king zombie an undead creature that has his own agenda for conquering the world under his rule a world ripped apart by death yet somehow surprising held together
by hope covering the entire spectrum of the classic deadworld series as various scenes and characters from nearly 50 different artists are accompanied by narration by the characters
themselves providing a unique oral history as well as a chilling chronicle of the supernatural zombie uprising death is only the beginning of the horror if you haven t read deadworld yet
this is a fantastic entry to get a feel for the world of the dead and if you re already a deadworld reader what a great way to keep up to date with a few reminders thrown in a caliber
comics release
Imperial War Museums' Book of War Behind Enemy Lines 2018-04-30 an account of the various units of the british special forces used during the second world war perfect for military
enthusiasts and wwii history buffs war behind enemy lines tells the unvarnished story of british special forces in the second world war while the sas and sbs remain household names
today there were a plethora of lesser known units large and small that played their part before departing the scene of special note was the long range desert group lrdg formed in north
africa who imparted their skills to david stirling s sas in the early days the special boat sections and squadron and other royal marine units inflicted great damage popski s private army
used heavily armed jeeps effectively in italy while the jedburghs parachuted in to assist the french resistance in burma the chindits under the controversial orde wingate conducted deep
penetration patrols against the japanese suffering heavy casualties from enemy action and disease drawing on personal accounts as well as official records julian thompson paints a
vivid picture of the operations and contribution of these and other units he also analyses using his own experience the reasons for the resulting successes and failures there is unlikely to
be a more comprehensive and authoritative account of the golden age of british special forces
Deadworld Archives: Book Two 2019-08-08 before there was the walking dead there was deadworld with over 1 000 000 copies in print and over 100 comic issues and graphic novels of
storytelling deadworld is considered by many to be the godfather of the recent zombie comic book craze in book two of the ten volume series of the deadworld archives collecting all the
original deadworld comic series the teens find out that there are even greater horrors than the zombies as the grakken demon creatures arrive when they are rescued by a para military
group they believe they have finally found safety and civilization but sometimes humans can be worse than any zombie threat collects issues 5 8 of volume 1 of the long running series
deadworld plus the short story doom patrol a caliber comics release
Infinity: A Tale of the Inferno 2019-09-12 when an immortal serial killer murders his wife and traps her soul in hell detective john dante acquires a mysterious glyph which allows him
to cheat death and navigate the nine circles in a desperate attempt to save her on this infernal journey he must face hordes of lost souls the monstrous three headed dog cerberus and
a demonic revolution intended to shake the foundations of reality itself will the love that he carries in his heart be enough or will the dark pit swallow him whole collects comic book
issues 1 6 a caliber comics release
Live Die Reload #1 2019-09-16 for fans of dirty harry and italian pulp crime noir films a hard nosed cop in a violent corrupt metropolis a stolen samurai sword a strange green fog the
mayor perhaps himself the most corrupt is ready to do anything to control and channel the rampant criminality and in so doing assure his re election but is detective cronenberg a man
torn between duty and justice willing to let him get away with his horrific plans this issue no salvation in a dark metropolis that is rotten to its core soon to be retired detective
cronenberg his faith in law and order gone takes justice into his own hands meanwhile hooded cultists celebrate human sacrifices collecting fresh blood to awaken an ancient power a
caliber comics release
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Deadworld: Requiem for the World #1 2019-11-07 before there was the walking dead there was deadworld here is an introduction of the long running classic horror series
deadworld to a new audience considered by many to be the godfather of the original zombie comic with over 100 issues and graphic novels in print and over 1 000 000 copies sold
deadworld ripped into the undead with intelligent zombies on a mission and a group of poor teens riding in a school bus desperately try to stay one step ahead of the sadistic harley
riding king zombie death mayhem and a touch of supernatural evil made deadworld a classic and now here s your chance to get into the story this issue deadworld rebooted a great
starting point for new deadworld readers and introductory to the long running cult series a supernatural holocaust is unleashed and a group of teens look for safety and sanity in this
zombie plagued world when they come across an even greater threat than the hordes of walking dead intelligent zombies they realize just how bleak things are and this isn t how things
are portrayed in the horror movies they ve all seen see why deadworld is hailed as one of the essential horror titles of the last 25 years by from the tomb magazine deadworld a world
that has suffered the unleashing of a supernatural holocaust as the dead return to walk the earth isolated pockets of humanity struggle to survive it is a world torn apart by death yet
surprisingly held together by hope deadworld where death is only the beginning of the horror the revival of deadworld continues to swelter into a huge blockbuster in the making
kenneth gallant broken frontier this is one heck of a disturbing book and i d definitely recommend it to new and old fans alike paul milligan world s heavyweight comics deadworld was
hardcore the violence was harsh and writer gary reed s vision was dark dana tallusz comicreaders com the writing in deadworld is very sharp from the very beginning we are captivated
both by action and by character ign gary reed has certainly crafted a truly horrifying story full of engaging characters terrifying menaces and an overwhelming sense of hopelessness
paul milligan world s heavyweight comics so many other dead type comics have fallen by the wayside because a weak story or the weak telling of a good story and i m overjoyed to see
this has not happened here splatterhouse i don t care what other people say deadworld is the best zombie comic out there robert henrion a caliber comics release
Plutarch's Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans 1895 nietzsche s vision of the overman continues to haunt the postmodern imagination his call that man is something that
must be overcome can no longer be seen as simple rhetoric our experiences of the hybrid realities of artificial life have made the transhuman a figure that looks over us all inspired by
this vision keith ansell pearson sets out to examine if evolution is out of control and machines are taking over in a series of six fascinating perspectives he links nietzsche s thought with
the issues at stake in contemporary conceptions of evolution from the biological to the technological viroid life perspectives on nietzsche and the transhuman condition considers the
hybrid inhuman character of our future with the aid of nietzsche s philosophy keith ansell pearson contrasts nietzsche and darwin before introducing the more recent figures such as
giles deleuze and guy debord to sketch a new thinking of technics and machines and stress the ambiguous character of our machine enslavement
Viroid Life 2012-10-12 romantik journal for the study of romanticisms is a multidisciplinary journal dedicated to the study of romantic era cultural productions and concepts the journal
promotes innovative research across disciplinary borders it aims to advance new historical discoveries forward looking theoretical insights and cutting edge methodological approaches
the articles range over the full variety of cultural practices including the written word visual arts history philosophy religion and theatre during the romantic period c 1780 1840 but
contributions to the discussion of pre or post romantic representations are also welcome since the romantic era was characterized by an emphasis on the vernacular the title of journal
has been chosen to reflect the germanic root of the word but the journal is interested in all european romanticisms and not least the connections and disconnections between them
hence the use of the plural in the subtitle romantik is a peer reviewed journal supported by the nordic board for periodicals in the humanities and social sciences nop hs
Romantik 2021 2022-12-12 1971 mauro fiore frustrated at his lack of advancement in the family business risks it all when presented with an out of this world opportunity for career
advancement he s definitely on the fast track to success as long as he can survive the night a caliber comics release
The Piece 2021-01-12 don lomax s critically acclaimed vietnam journal is back with all new tales of scott journal neithammer as he reports on the heartache and headache and the
young soldiers on both sides of the vietnam war this issue hill 1000 when journal arrives at fire support base ripcord the outpost is under enemy fire meanwhile hatchet men from
president nixon s clandestine operations covert force plot to ruin scott s career and mark him as an enemy of the people a caliber comics release
Vietnam Journal: Series Two #13 2020-06-29 don lomax s critically acclaimed vietnam journal is back with all new tales of scott journal neithammer as he reports on the heartache
and headache and the young soldiers on both sides of the vietnam war this issue an unsettling outcome reporter scott journal neithammer is in the catbird seat to witness the 101st
airborne s impending combat assault on the ominous hill 1000 located one mile west of fire support base ripcord it was an operation reminiscent of a similar campaign the 101st became
embroiled in one year earlier which became a turning point in the war hamburger hill a caliber comics release
Vietnam Journal: Series Two #14 2020-06-29 in the tradition of creepshow tales from the crypt the twilight zone and black mirror a cosmic beast that feeds on time a curious
creature made of filth and bile a ruthless empire hunting the sun itself experience horror for a new generation in this haunting anthology of 12 collected tales realized by modern talents
and diverse styles explore the anxieties of twenty first century life through unknowable monsters oppressive dystopias and the worst entry level job of all time prepare yourself for a
deadly descent into dread a caliber comics release
Descent into Dread 2021-04-28 don lomax s critically acclaimed vietnam journal is back with all new tales of scott journal neithammer as he reports on the heartache and headache
and the young soldiers on both sides of the vietnam war this issue return to the a shau gladly leaving long binh jail in his rearview journalist scott neithammer has a price on his head
issued by despot would be dictator lon nol the new prime minister of cambodia at the 101st airbourne base camp evans journal meets radio specialist ulysses simply a friendly kid with
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an unscratchable itch to get into the action he sees journal as his ticket to the heat of battle at a remote scarred knob hill an american artillery outpost overlooking the enemy infested a
shau valley they call it ripcord a caliber comics release
Vietnam Journal: Series Two #12 2020-06-29 don lomax s critically acclaimed vietnam journal is back with all new tales of scott journal neithammer as he reports on the heartache and
headache and the young soldiers on both sides of the vietnam war this issue the death of firebase ripcord the shooting down of a resupply chinook helicopter sets off a chain reaction
that renders ripcord virtually impossible to continue as a viable fire support base the decision is finally made to abandon the ill fated fire base as scott journal neithammer would write it
is always easier to get into a fight than to get out of one the evacuation of ripcord would be the exception that proved the rule a caliber comics release
Vietnam Journal: Series Two #15 2020-06-29 in each of us there is another whom we do not know the shadow is the dark side of the subconscious where this other resides it s where we
ve imprisoned our demons where they amass inconceivable power unearthing and mending with the shadow is a delicate gradual process but sometimes all it takes is one brutally
jarring experience coupled with a reckless dose of hard drugs and booze to plunge you straight towards the darkest pits of your psyche this issue double size issue renji s confronted by
an old friend who admits to turning them all in to the barracuda his motive the most heroic thing anyone can do to burn it all down a caliber comics release
Eat the Shadow #3 2021-04-29 don lomax s critically acclaimed vietnam journal is back with all new tales of scott journal neithammer as he reports on the heartache and headache and
the young soldiers on both sides of the vietnam war this issue lbj long binh jail july 1970 scott journal neithammer has been reporting first hand on president nixon s military incursion
into cambodia to root out the north vietnamese army s until then untouchable sanctuaries however this all comes to an abrupt end when he is kidnapped by over zealous military police
and returned to south vietnam to face the provost marshall s wrath a caliber comics release
Vietnam Journal: Series Two #11 2020-06-29 the decaying town of innsmouth massachusetts has an unhealthy reputation nearby citizens shun it you won t find it on any maps and the
denizens just don t look right they just don t maybe it s something in the water robert loveless is trying to escape the lurking fear of insanity cursing his bloodline when his quest lures
him to the town of innsmouth as loveless wanders the tumbledown streets past homes and buildings of departed grandeur he uncovers the town s awful past from a half crazed old
drunk named zadok allen a shadow reaching out from before the dawn of history is haunting innsmouth and now that loveless has learned the truth its denizens want him to stay there
forever this graphic novel features an all new authorized adaptation of one of h p lovecraft s most popular weird tales by steven philip jones h p lovecraft s worlds lovecraftian and trey
baldwin ladies of market street lovecraft s seminal novella a lovecraft biography and jones s article on adapting lovecraft into comics updated for this edition where does reality leave off
and madness begin h p lovecraft the shadow over innsmouth a caliber comics release
H.P. Lovecraft's Worlds: The Shadow Over Innsmouth 2021-04-27 a meeting that just had to happen sherlock holmes meets the phantom of the opera dr watson after the recent
death of his first wife is asked to call in holmes to investigate a mysterious ghost who haunts a french opera house although holmes dismisses it as a case needing a spiritualist rather
than a consulting detective he agrees to look into it unknown to him eric the tortured ghost of the opera house will prove to be more than a ghost and more than an able opponent in a
battle of wits with holmes a caliber comics release
Sherlock Holmes: Adventure of the Opera Ghost 2015-01-28 before there was the walking dead there was deadworld here is an introduction of the long running classic horror series
deadworld to a new audience considered by many to be the godfather of the original zombie comic with over 100 issues and graphic novels in print and over 1 000 000 copies sold
deadworld ripped into the undead with intelligent zombies on a mission and a group of poor teens riding in a school bus desperately try to stay one step ahead of the sadistic harley
riding king zombie death mayhem and a touch of supernatural evil made deadworld a classic and now here s your chance to get into the story a standalone original graphic novel set in
the supernatural holocaust of deadworld outside the dusty and remote town of juarez mexico new laws have replaced what was once called civilization the old laws don t apply to the
dead the walking dead so there had to be new ones one of the enforcers of these new laws is the mysterious wanderer raga who is known in the whispers swirling around the land as
simply the assassin there was nothing living or dead that he hadn t killed but now he has a new challenge however his plans are disrupted by an unexpected force king zombie and his
hoards of zombies you may be able to kill what s already dead but how many times a caliber comics release
Deadworld: The Last Siesta 2019-08-21 the explosive sequel to neil hunter s scorpion novel nature gone wild the colony of deadly scorpions at long point nuclear plant that killed scores
of locals was eradicated or so people thought over a year later entomologist miles ranleigh receives a worrying telephone call a man has been fatally poisoned by toxic venom identical
to the long point scorpions but far more powerful miles and his companion jill ansty must race to destroy the fresh infestation but this is a new strain of scorpion mutated and irradiated
they re larger more savage and infected with a deadly virus fatal to humans and they re breeding
Second Generation: Scorpion - Book 2 2023-03-11 by don lomax harvey nominated creator of the acclaimed vietnam journal comic book series survive is a grim look at life after the
events of a third world war nuclear fallout has hit the u s a and the miller family were prepared they have an underground bunker and plenty of food and supplies but they must protect
themselves against the less fortunate who are proving to be more and more desperate as starvation and radiation effects take hold becoming literal zombies before their very eyes don
lomax s writing is excellent and extremely detailed and i imagine this is one of the better takes on the reality of a post apocalyptic society comicclassics org a caliber comic release
Survive! 2022-10-31 all brunt had to do was return the diamonds and he d get his life back sounds simple enough but love loyalty and revenge complicated the situation now brunt s
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only way out is through the heart of the storm a caliber comics release
Brunt 2019-08-03 time travel other dimensions and ronald reagan welcome to a time not another dimension not a parallel world but your very own neighborhood bereft of linear time
here past present and future merge like expressway off ramps here bestial six legged quirks can alter the future glitches of powerful emotion swarm once stable lives and archetypes
leave big footprints after a nervous breakdown genius double doctorate harry keller wasn t looking for a time but he found it like many explorers before him he soon learns that the terra
incognita is dazzling and dangerous because whatever happens in a time also has an effect here from benign to devastating and just like those explorers harry keller thinks he s the first
being wrong of course he stumbles onto a devious plan to have ronald reagan re elected president so he can die in office and fulfill the zero curse and yes in context it makes total sense
can harry set things right before he s locked away for keeps here collected in a single volume for the first time is best selling author stefan petrucha s 1989 comic book debut with art by
the late great tom sutton at his quirky best psychedelic colors by paul mounts and eye popping covers by jeffrey k potter known for his work for analog and asimov s science fiction
magazines collects comic issues 1 4 a caliber comics release this series still trumps most current comics in terms of creativity and mental stimulation behind the times comics review
readers will witness a rare event in comic books the introduction of a major new talent stefan petrucha even more amazing is this intense well written highly original book suspended
animation
Squalor 2019-09-25 its dirty dozen meets time bandits october 1944 nazi fortunes appear bleaker by the day as the allied noose around germany tightens during the waning days of
world war ii but in the bowels of the wenceslas mines a terrible threat has emerged the nazis have discovered the ability to conquer time itself with the help of a new ominous device
now a rag tag group of american gis must stop this threat to the past present and future while dealing with their past prejudices and fears in the process with demons from their past
unexpected betrayal a brutal enemy intent on destroying the timeline with the odds stacked against them the time grunts travel back in time the free world s final hope against nazi
chrono fascism will they succeed and if so at what price this issue memory lane pops motown travel to a familiar past their mission hunt down two nazi assassins determined to bring
detroit s arsenal of democracy to a screeching halt can our heroes avoid the temptation to interfere with loves lost or will they succumb to their emotions leaving the nazi regime one
step closer to ultimate victory a caliber comics release
Time Grunts #5 2019-10-03
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